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52 thinking errors Rolf Duobei Li talked about their worked with an American friend Share - small
probability events tend to have the destructive power to subvert the global. Which Americans later
wrote a book become a best-selling book. this book is Black Swan. that Americans called Nasim?
Taleb. So. Duobei Li decided to write a book. which is the first in Germany to go beyond the Steve
Jobs Biography boarded the bestseller charts sober thinking art. Man is born free. but no go not in
chains. With these words to describe the situation of human thinking errors are tired. appropriate
subtlety. Thinking errors. cognitive traps like is associated in humans. fine pursue them everywhere.
and casual when nor can be traced. Do people destined necessary wearing invisible tinted glasses to
see the world? No. people can think about their own thinking. refused to think about is pollution.
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am pleased to tell you that here is the very best book i
actually have study in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Ms. Lor a West Jr .
Thorough information for ebook enthusiasts. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic
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